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Serves everyone in the 
UofL community at any 
point in writing process

Individual tutoring with a 
dialogic approach

More than 5,500 visits 
last year (15 grad. 
student consultants)

Writing workshops, 
events, and 
community writing 
sites. 





➢ In what conversations are you already 

involved?

➢ What conversations do you hope to join?

➢ How do you determine what you want to 

say? And how to get others to listen?



➢The role writing can play 
throughout the action 
research process. 

➢Practical concerns of 
writing for publication, 

➢Suggestions and tips for 
getting started on your 
project, making 
consistent progress, and 
staying motivated. 



Writing as Part of the
Action Research Process

Benefits

➢Connecting to ongoing scholarly conversations

➢Writing as thinking

➢Writing as a key to reflection

➢Writing as both communication and exploration

And challenges

➢Integrating your work with the ideas of others

➢Understanding audience and genre expectations

➢Writers’ block



➢Informal writing helps 

explore and shape ideas. 

➢Don’t worry about 

correctness – or mess.

➢Try to keep up with your 

thoughts.

➢Use other media – maps, 

drawing, etc. 

Writing at the Start



➢What is your interest in this project, where did it 

begin?

➢What problems or issues are you exploring?

➢ In what conversations are you already involved?

➢What conversations do you hope to join?

➢What is at stake? For whom?

➢What is your answer to the “So What?” question?

Writing at the Start



Writing in process

➢Writing about your 

research as it develops.

➢Finding out what others 

have to say about your 

research area.

➢Reflection in action / 

Reflection on action

➢Beginning to compose 

your article.



Writing in process

➢Double entry 

journals

➢The story of your 

research

➢Research process 

journal



Writing for Publication

➢Why are you doing this project? 

(Research Questions and 

Literature Review) 

➢What did you do? (The Story of 

the Research; Research 

Methods)

➢What difference does this 

project make? (The 

Implications; The “So what?” 

question.)



Writing for Publication

➢Write the story of your research? Where does it 

start? Where will you leave the conversation? 

➢What are the key artifacts or data of your 

project? Who is the “star” of your article?

➢Organize the main themes / points of your 

research – outline, map, post-it notes, etc. 

➢Revise your “so what” statement.



➢Audience 

➢Purpose

➢Position

➢Genre

➢Evidence 

➢Style

Rhetorical Context



Know Your Audience
• What does your audience they know? What will 

you tell them that is new? 

• Research the publication
➢Submission guidelines

➢Read articles

➢Research the editorial board/reviewers

➢Find out if journal rankings matter in your field

➢Get advice from colleagues and mentors

➢Look at the references in the articles you read or 

who is cited at conferences.

➢Watch for Calls for Proposals



Consider Your Position

➢Frame your argument quickly and clearly and 

provide enough supporting detail.

➢Don’t neglect the implications – the “so what” 

of your argument.

➢What’s new to you is not necessarily new to 

the field.

➢Don’t write defensively. Accumulating citations 

or quotations to protect yourself from criticism.



• Introduces questions

• Makes claims 

• Provides roadmap of the article
Introduction

• Situates your work in ongoing conversation

• Proves the need, or gap, for your research

• Provides necessary theoretical frames

Literature 
Review

• How and why these methods were chosen

• Limitations 

• Ethical considerations
Methods

Rhetorical Needs of Articles



• What happed

• Why it happened

• How it connects to scholarly 
context

• Conclusions

Content 
and 

Analysis

• Big-picture conclusions and 
implications – your project, similar 
projects, subfield, larger field.

• Limitations / Areas for future 
research

Conclusion

Rhetorical Needs of Articles



The Process

➢Identify a journal/publisher

➢Submission guidelines

➢Role of the editor

➢Reviewers and reviews

➢Revision

➢Copyediting

➢Proofs

➢Publication



Follow the Rules

➢Be sure to follow the submission guidelines 
precisely.

➢Word count

➢Documentation style

➢Submission format

➢Be precise and clear in your writing.

➢Don’t give them reasons to reject you that are 
not connected to your ideas



Dealing with Comments

➢ It’s OK to respond emotionally – and then move on.

➢ Read the comments again, look for patterns, and 

rank them.
➢What is most important in each set?
➢Where is there overlap in the comments?
➢Which comments are focused on the content of your

project?
➢Which comments are revision-focused and which are 

more conversational?

➢ Make a plan.
➢ In what order will you revise? Where do you need more 

clarification? 

➢ Explain your revision decisions to the editor.



That takes care of everything but the writing….



➢Setting your initial standards too high

➢Setting your final standards too high

➢Fear of criticism/rejection

➢Waiting for inspiration

➢Misplaced memories of last writing experience

➢Getting stuck with an idea or argument

➢Distraction

➢Cognitive overload

➢Negotiating new genres

What Keeps Us from Writing?



You Can’t Write an Article All at Once...

…you write it a word at a time. 

You push the rock a bit every day. 



Some Tricks to Get Started

➢Make a habit of writing. 

Even a small amount of 

writing adds up. 

➢Break the work into 

smaller projects. 

➢Write what you know, in 

chunks if necessary, 

and put it together later. 



Some Tricks to Get Started

➢Turn off your 
internal critic. You 
can write. If you feel 
blocked, lower your 
standards!

➢Write “off the grid” –
turn off 
internet/phone.



➢Trick yourself to keep writing –

use word counts, timers, etc.

➢Plan for the next day’s writing 

as you finish this day’s.

➢Get feedback in process, not 

just at the end.

➢Figure out your process

➢Remember your brain has 

limits. Focus on ideas first, 

rewrite the clunky sentences 

later. 

How to Keep Writing



Ideas to Remember

➢There is no such thing as a perfect draft or a 

reviewer – proof draft. 

➢Pay attention to the implications of your 

research for your scholarly field.

➢Always put things in the context of you 

knowledge and analysis



Get Feedback

➢Talk to mentors 
and colleagues 

➢Network at 
conferences

➢Start a Writing 
Group



➢Accountability

➢Community

➢Generative Environment

➢Response

The Value of Writing Groups



➢Consistency and Commitment

➢Writer’s responsibilities:

➢ Frame the draft for readers

➢Come with questions

➢ Listen respectfully

➢Reader’s responsibilities:

➢ Ask questions of the writer

➢ Start with larger concerns (Purpose, Focus, Audience, etc.)

➢Respond to writer’s needs

➢ Stay on task

➢Make the writer want to write more

Making Writing Groups Work



Slides for my talks this week can be found on my 

website on the links for the ARAL conference: 

bronwyntwilliams.com.

Other resources about writing and teaching writing can 

be found at the University of Louisville Writing Center 

website: http: Louisville.edu/writingcenter.edu

Thank You!


